
Testimonials
Nicole & Will (google review)

Dan is incredible. From start to finish, his communication was so prompt and friendly. He 

willingly travelled 5hrs across country for our day. On the day we were put at ease. Dan and 

Ellie work together incredibly well. We felt like we were amongst friends. Dan absolutely blew 

us away with the end product, this guy has SO much talent, he captured our day in the most 

perfect way. I cannot thank Dan enough for this irreplaceable memory of our day that we will 

cherish forever. 
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Amy & Liam (google review)

There honestly isn't enough words to say how amazing our film was. After debating for a while 

whether or not to get a videographer we are so glad we did, it turned out to be the best decision 

we made! Dan was professional, kind and made everyone so comfortable on the day and on top 

of that he produced the most amazing film of our wedding day. he managed to capture every 

special moment and accompanied them with the most beautiful music! If you are unsure on a 

videographer please just head to his website and watch some of his films they are honestly 

breathtaking. Dan - a thousand times thank you.
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Anna & Joel (google review)

I didn't think twice when knowing who i wanted our wedding videographer to be, i had seen 

how amazing Dans work was as he had done two of our friends weddings the previous year. i 

really cant thank Dan enough for our wedding film. I’ve lost count how many times i’ve watched 

it now! Hes captured the whole day so well including all the little but important details. It is a 

beautiful summery of our special day. Its made that little bit more special hearing a reading and 

our speeches on the voiceover on the film. Several family members have commented on what an 

amazing job he has done. I couldn't recommend Dan enough!
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Danae & Danny (google review)

Dan is a wonderful and dedicated videographer and we are so pleased and touched by the video 

he has created for our wedding, We are so thankful for his friendly manner and dedication to 

helping us capture wonderful memories. So highly recommended!
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